Flutes Around the World

I can recognize flutes from different cultures.

Indigenous Flute from the area now known as Minnesota

https://www.youtube.com/watch?v=c1xaVn1SNOQ
(start at 2:37)

Tin Whistle from Ireland

https://www.youtube.com/watch?v=VcZCM2EtGuA
(0:00-1:09)

Shakuhachi from Japan

https://www.youtube.com/watch?v=XI7eyWJg0K8
(0:00-1:37)

Flute in the Orchestra from Europe

https://www.youtube.com/watch?v=LJ3wIHFQkAk
(0:00-1:04)

1. The sound I like best is the ________________________________

2. The flute I would like to learn to play is the ________________________________
   because ____________________________________________________________________